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Parallax, noun, "the apparent change in the position of an object resulting from the change in the direction or position from which it
is viewed" (Webster's Unabridged Dictionary)

On Larry Redmond's Parallax Railroad (PXRR) "parallax" means the viewer's own position and direction in the hobby
affects what one sees in the Parallax Railroad. If you are into wiring, then the miles of wire visible in nicely bundled lines either
impress you or drive fear into your heart. "Do I really need this much wiring to make it go?" The geographically correct rock
strata either delight the modelers heart or make one wonder if the modelers skills will reach that plane. "Just how many bags
of Hydrocal are in those hills?" The computer-generated waybills interest some modelers with their well-defined set out and
pick up lists. Other modelers wince, "I need all this to have fun running trains?" You view on Model Railroading will affect
what you see in this description of the PXRR and its Waybill system.
The Parallax Railroad is a representation of the Pennsylvania Railroad across southern Indiana with its rolling hills, the
sandstone rocks, which can be seen in cuts the rails pass through, and the architecture of the turn of the century buildings.
Point to point operation is the norm for waybill operation, with Neill and Adams being the terminals. For open house
operation, however, waybills are not used and trains are run from loop to loop, with loops at Neill and Godby, which is under
part of Adams. Adams is strictly a branch line for switching during open house operation. Neill has the main Parallax
facilities: the largest town, station, yard, turntable, roundhouse, and diesel fueling facilities. Interchange with the C&O, B&O,
and NYC takes place at Neill Yard. These interchanges operate from hidden staging tracks in Underwood, which is literally
"underwood", being below Neill, the town and the yard.
Just down the track from Neill is Fairborn, which is the town most visitors see first. The backs of the main street buildings
line the tracks, some with nice fenced, grassy yards, others with broken fences and junk strewn backyards. Bekins Storage,
White's Plastics, and the Fairborn concrete batch plant dominate the industrial scene.
From Fairborn, the tracks go down into the valley, appearing at Saratoga, which clings to the side of the hills, with only
three small industries able to squeeze into the narrow strip of land. Underwood is next, with its C&O, B&O, and NYC
interchange tracks and a very long passing siding. The tracks re-appear at Argo, sight of a small steel fabrication plant and a
box works. Here too, space is a premium, between the aisle and the sandstone cliffs. Argo and Saratoga are on opposite sides
of the same aisle.
Upper Bay is just around the corner from Argo, and has the most online industries to serve. The Varney Tractor Factory
dominates the scene, but is just the largest of the 6 industries present. The river, wharf, lock, farm, and park dominate the
Upper Bay scene.
Keeping to the right going through Upper Bay leads to the inside track on Mule Shoe curve and up to Adams, the other
end of the point to point operation with waybills. For open house, traffic keeps left, on the outside Mule Shoe curve track, and
leads to Godby loop, some 20 feet away, under Adams.
Adams is 20 feet from Upper Bay, and has its arrival and departure tracks just outside town. There is just no room in the
industrial town of Adams for these tracks. Adams can be a bottleneck, with its small yard, eight (soon ten) industrial and
railroad loading sites, interchange with the PRR, and termination plus origination of all through and local freight and
passenger trains. Yes, local passenger trains, which switch the express car tracks at each passenger station along the line.
Dynatrol by PSI is used to operate the locomotives. There never was, and never will be block wiring on the Parallax. The
ability to run anywhere and not throw block switches and not have to provide block wiring is fantastic. Of course, head-on
collisions are possible with carrier control!
The Parallax is run by walking along with the train, there is no central control panel, only local ones. Several the passing
sidings can be controlled from more than one place, but all within sight of the siding. Operation was never intended to have a
dispatcher, but more like a group of conductors talking to each other to arrange passing a town with switching in progress, to
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arrange meets, and to get an arrival track at the yard.
Locomotives on the Parallax are Atlas plastic diesels from twelve years ago, GP-38's handle the switching and SD-24's the
through freights. These freight locomotives are custom painted Tuscan, UP amour yellow, with black walk ways and trucks.
FP-7's handle the passenger trains. F-7's from the NYC, C&O, and B&O handle interchange trains from thos e railroads.
Rick White has provided the added power while Larry slaved over AstroRail 89. At Adams is a Con-Car SW-7 with an
Athearn chassis and 16 by 30 mm can motor. This is the only locomotive on the PXRR requiring the cutting of the receiver or
changing the motor. A pair of Front Range GP-9's are used for pulling way freights. We would like to use just one, but they
easily slip their wheels and cannot get back up to either Neill or Adams with more than 6 cars.
Most freight and passenger cars are plastic cars with standard paint schemes. There are several cars in the PXRR paint
scheme (solid Tuscan). The weathering varies from none to severe, with no system standard. All freight cars have Kadee
couplers. More and more, they are all getting Athearn wheels as the original ones get dirty or turn up with rusty needle points.
Signals in the Neill area are keyed to turnout direction or reversing loop polarity. Larry plans to add more, plus detection
circuits for the hidden interchange tracks in Underwood. Ground cover and trees are by Woodland Scenics. The buildings are
mostly plastic, because they match the turn of the century designs for main street brick buildings found in Larry's memories of
southern Indiana.
Waybill operation on the Parallax is done without a time table or fast clock. "Model Railroading is Fun," not nerve racking.
The waybills designate the train number or name, the series of locomotive to use (some industrial switching requires small
locomotives), which cars to pick up at the point of origin (Neill or Adams for local and through freights). The route is given by
the list of towns. The setouts and pickups at each town are given. Also, the complete list of the cars in the train when it leaves
town is given. This list had to be generated because we all too often used to get stray cars arriving at Neill or Adams. We found
that if a car had to be moved to switch an industry farther down the track, a few operators forgot where they got the car, and
just left it in the train.
With the waybill system, the Parallax Railroad is run point to point from Neill through the towns of Fairborn, Saratoga, Argo,
Upper Bay, to Adams. Interchange trains to the NYC, C&O, and B & O are started and ended at Neill. These trains are
NENY-3 for Neill to NYC, which is track 3 at Underwood. The return trip is NYNE-3. The C & O is on track 4 and the B &
O is on track 5 of Underwood. Thus, the trains to these locations are NECO-4, CONE-4, NEBO-5, and BONE-5. These trains
use power (F units) of the interchanging road, and the caboose is also from the interchanging railroad. However, the PRR
interchange track at Adams is just a track where cars are set out, no power and no caboose.
Trains between Neill and Adams or between Adams and Neill are of two types - Through Freights and Way Freights, as
numbered below:

Note that the through trains with no switching and the interchange trains with no switching have numbers in the 1 to 9 range.
All trains with numbers over 10 must do switching at industries. The trains starting at Neill have odd numbers and those from
Adams have even numbers. Not all way freights go from one end to the other, many way freights are "turns" that start and end
in the same yard. These turns are the following:

Note that the numbers get higher going from left to right and from top to bottom. Again, trains originating in Neill are odd
numbers, while those originating in Adams are even.
Switchers are trains which do not leave town, but they have the same waybills so you'll know where to put the cars. The
switchers are Neill-91, -93, -95, and -97, and Adams-92, -94, -96, and -98. The Adams switchers are run by the Adams
Yardmaster, but the Neill switchers are run by road engineers, because the Neill Yardmaster has far more trains to make up
than the Adams yardmaster as you can judge by all the interchange trains and turns originating and terminating in Neill.
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Message from the President

By Robert Barnett

From the President
We just had our San Jacinto Model Railroad Club Christmas party and once again it was
hosted by the Freitag family. From the last issue San Jac members are all aware that this is
the 50th anniversary of the Stony Creek & Western, but did you know that the Christmas
party has been held at their home for almost that long? From some research I did years ago
in the early day Derails, it appears that 1972 was the first year that the party was held at the
Freitag home. So if that is correct, this is 45 years of hosting the San Jac Christmas Party.
WOW, that’s a lot of years for hosting 50 to 100 folks for a dinner and party.
Thank you Gil and Virginia, and Gilbert and Emmy, for you generosity.
And speaking of the Christmas party I can never remember two gifts changing hands so
many times as the Chuck Lind custom painted box car and the Westerfield AT&SF truss rod
box car. If our rules did not place limits on the number of steals we would still be in the
Freitags’ garage.
Randall Wilson presented the Freitags with a custom made book commemorating 50 years of
the SC&W. Randall started this effort about a year ago and the book preparation actually
predated the Derail Editors’ concept for using the December issue for the same purpose.
Although the theme is the same, the Derail edition is basically stories with some illustrations
and Randall’s book consists of photos with captions. Randall is looking into details of club
members being able to order additional copies and details will be available in January.
And speaking of the Derail. Bob and Terri are to be commended (actually EXTRACommended) for the hard work in the preparation of the December Mega-Derail. Most of
the articles were prepared on Word with the photos tacked onto the end or a few inserted.
Terri had to edit and move photos around. If you have ever edited a Word document with
picture and text boxes you know what a task this is. Word is determined to show you it
knows more than you do. SO… Thank you to Terri, Bob and all the members who
contributed to this very successful Derail.
Onward to the Train Show!!
Looking ahead our Greater Houston Train Shown is only a few weeks into the new year.
Steve Sandifer will have sign-up sheets and we will need volunteers for the various shifts.
Sorry, all those really high-paying chairman jobs are filled, but many are probably open for
next year! So sign up and come out to help and enjoy the day.
We sincerely hope you and your family have a Blessed Christmas and Holiday Season!!
Bob Barnett
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Air Dump Cars

By J. Stephen Sandifer

Also in the correspondence was an order to send
185006, 185544, 186079, and 186059 empty to the
quarry at Moline, KS. I model that specific quarry, so
my need for air dumps grew more.

My (current) favorite car:
1924 Clark Air Dump car, W&R Enterprises

My search for an air dump car began several years
ago as I researched livestock shipping on the Santa
Fe. A friend sent me copies of some forms from the
Pawhuska Branch of the Santa Fe in Northeastern
Oklahoma. The Pawhuska branch ran from Ralston to
Owen, opened in 1917 and abandoned in 1966. This
was livestock country, and most of the stations were
simply stock pens. Pawhuska was the largest town,
centrally located on the branch. Today several of the
stock pens remain in private use, the Hulah depot is
in a park in Bartlesville, and the Pawhuska Depot is
preserved as a county museum along with a Santa Fe
SK-2 stock car and lightweight Chair-Baggage car
3490.
Included in the orders from August, 1958, were
instructions to send air dump cars of sand to Hulah
and Bowring as bedding sand for stock cars. Cars
185006, 185062, and 186079 took sand to Bowring
and 185544, 185585 and 186059 took sand to Hulah.
Two of these were class GA-40 30 yard cars built by
Clark, 1924, two were GA-42 40 yard built by
Magor, 1928, and two were GA-98 30 yard built by
Magor 1956. Incidentally, each stock car would
require 4-5 yards of sand, so each location would
receive bedding for 20-25 stock cars.
These dump cars would have been placed on the
mixed train which serviced the branch and were
unloaded at the stock pens in question. Since Air
dump cars depended on brake line air to activate the
dump mechanism, the cars were usually placed
directly behind the locomotive. They would be
uncoupled from the balance of the train when being
dumped. Since I model stock pens in three of my
towns, air dumps began to interest me.
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Finally I received a number of rolls of 8mm movies
shot by a crew member on the Howard and Pawhuska
branches around 1958. In a clip from the Pawhuska
branch the local mixed train came up to a fill and
stopped. The air dump cars directly behind the loco
were uncoupled from the balance of the train and
moved to a spot on the fill where reinforcement was
needed. This time the cars contained rip-rap (large
rocks) that were dumped down the embankment to
stabilize it. Once empty, the cars were coupled back
to the local and continued on their way. I wonder if
Moline was the source of this rip-rap?
Of less relevance to the modeler is the use of these
cars in right-of-way expansion and realignment. They
were commonly used to haul away rock and dirt from
a new cut or to fill in a trestle. Modern earth-moving
equipment has made that use obsolete.

Walthers Difco, as modeled by Cliff Cheeseman

So I decided I needed air dump cars. The Difco cars
modeled by Walthers are too new for my 1952 time
frame – they are from the 60s. The only source I
know of for the 1928 Magor and 1924 Clark cars are
W&R Enterprises brass cars, which are out of my
budget. To my astonishment one day I was on-line
when an email came in from a gentleman who was
thinning his brass collection. I looked and BOOM,
there was a Clark car for about a third of what they
sell for on Ebay. I responded immediately and got the
car. It was painted for the Pennsylvania Railroad, but
I quickly fixed that. A change to Andrews trucks was
also necessary. No one makes correct decals for the
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Air Dump Cars (Cont.)
car (to my knowledge) so I had to cobble together
lettering from several sets. If any of you know where
I can acquire additional W&R cars at an economical
price, I want more!
Now I have my Clark car ready to run on the Howard
branch. There are several operational options. One is
to load it with sand and have the local pick it up and
take it to a stock yard. The crew will have to wait 90
seconds (or some predetermined time) while it is
emptied; then take the car with them as they continue
their trip or leave it in the house track for another
train to take back to its origin.
Another option will be to place it at the Moline
quarry to get a load of rip-rap. The local will then
take it to one of my bridge abutments, uncouple from
the rest of the train, and spent 90 seconds dumping
the rip-rap down the embankment. Then the cars can
be coupled up again and the train continue.
Yet another time it may be just another car at the

By J. Stephen Sandifer

quarry to be loaded and taken to staging.
Most air dump cars spent virtually all of their time in
company service. The Santa Fe did not give them a
class designation until 1932. After my time frame
some were painted into MOW paint schemes and
used for all sorts of things. One was assigned to trash
pickup between Morris and Argentine KS. By trash
the railroad meant the recycling of tie plates, spikes,
bits of rail, etc.
If you model after 1960, the Walthers cars can be of
use to you. The Santa Fe had 300 cars built by
Western Wheel Scraper between 1910 and 1924.
Photos of the Santa Fe cars are scarce. I will try to
model these with the old Model Engineering Works
12 yard side dump car if I can find an affordable one.
I imagine that these were primarily used in right of
way construction as they appear very top-heavy. An
interesting catalog of WWSC can be found on-line at
http://www.grotonengine.com/WWS1c.pdf.

Notes From the Observation Car

By Don Formanek

Editor’s Note: Don Formanek will be writing a new Derail feature that will include book reviews, observations
made while at conventions, on train rides, visiting museums etc. When the article is about an item that he has found
on the internet he will include comments and provide a link to the article.

The EMD locomotive plant in McCook, Illinois maintained a small amount of multi-gauge track with up to
seven parallel rails in 1960s and 70s to support the wide variety of export locomotives they produced. This
track did include a turnout splitting a standard gauge track off of the seven-rail track, requiring 8 frogs in a
row.
Source: https://www.everipedia.com/Dual_gauge/#ixzz4P6K0EWzb
We welcome all articles which will be of interest to our readers. If you would like to submit something, we have the
following requests.

Please indicate if the article is an original and if you are the author. If you are not the author, please indicate
where you received the information. Before we publish, we need to get the ok from its original source.

Pictures help add to articles. Please state who the photographer is and if we have permission to include the picture.
Also include the caption you want with the picture and where you want the picture to be inserted in the article.

To give you proper author credit, please indicate how you want your name to appear. For example: Is it Robert or
Bob? Do you want a middle initial used? Etc.

Please save your article in Word using Times New Roman size 12 font and make the name of your article the file
name. Ensure that your article is free from grammatical errors.

Please submit all information to both bsabol@stillmeadow.com and tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com by the 15th of the
month before publication. We will do our best to include your submission in the next issue. Any additional notes
to us about the article or publishing requests can be made in the email when you attach your article and pictures.

Please limit each email to 10MB (with picture attachments) to ensure that the email servers will send and receive
them okay. You can submit your pictures over several emails or reduce the size of each picture to a medium
resolution.
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 15
One of the truly valuable resources for those of us
attempting to faithfully model the prototype are
Shipper’s Guides, also known as Industrial Directories,
List of Industries or some similar name. These
documents were published by most railroads and
include all on-line shippers and receivers, the major
commodity handled by that industry, as well as
whether that industry is “open” or “closed” to
reciprocal switching. The serving carrier(s) is also
listed in the guide. Some guides will even show the
number of car spots within an industry.
While these documents may be found at train shows
and swap meets or on Ebay, they are becoming more
and more difficult to find at these venues. However,
there is a gentleman by the name of Ted Schnepf, who
publishes reprints of these guides under the company
name of “Rails Unlimited”. The website address is
www.railsunlimited.com.
At this time, there are guides available for the Great
Northern, Rio Grande, Rock Island, Milwaukee,
Chicago & Northwestern/ Omaha Road, Union Pacific,
Missouri Pacific, and Chicago & Eastern Illinois. In
addition, there is a document titled “Chicago Switching
District” which includes all the industries in the
Chicago and surrounding area, circa 1956. With this
area being one of the major manufacturing centers of
the nation at that time, the information included in this
document is invaluable for prototype modelers.
Let’s take a look at how to actually use a Shipper’s
Guide to route some freight traffic on our layout. Since
Chicago was such a large manufacturing center, we
will use the “Chicago Switching District” document as
the source for the “origin/shipper/commodity/
originating carrier” information for this illustration. To
determine a “receiver/delivering carrier”, we will use a
“Rock Island Industrial Directory” which will provide
information for a company to be the receiver of this
shipment in Houston, which will be the destination for
this example.
Looking at the “Chicago Switching District” document,
we find a listing for the B.F. Goodrich Rubber
Company on the Chicago & North Western which
ships “tires, footwear, industrial, auto & home
supplies”. So, let’s ship a boxcar load of tires to
Houston.
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The “Rock Island Industrial Directory” has twenty-two
pages of listings for Houston industries, so it should not
be difficult to come up with a “receiver/consignee” for
our shipment of tires. The obvious “receiver” is the
B.F. Goodrich Company Warehouse at 2820 Produce
Row on the Houston Belt & Terminal, which is shown
to be an “open” industry. This means that any carrier
can move the shipment to Houston with an HB&T
delivery. One possible route would be C&NW-Omaha
-MP-Houston-HB&T Delivery.
We could select another facility to receive our
shipment, such as the Universal Terminal Warehouse
which is shown as “open” on the SP or Great
Southwest Warehouse which is “open” on the MKT.
So, we do have some flexibility in routing our
shipments in a prototypical manner. In these cases the
SP or the MKT would most certainly want to be
included in the routing of our shipment, although that
would not be mandatory since both of these
warehouses are “open” to reciprocal switching,
although a “healthy” switch charge would be likely in
both cases.
If you are unable to obtain Shipper’s Guides for your
railroad or specific era, you can always use another
railroad’s guide, even if it is for another era, and use
Google to learn more about a specific industry that you
would like to have as a “shipper” or “receiver” on your
railroad. This information will better enable you to
determine if an industry actually existed at the time you
are modeling and there is not a Shipper’s Guide
available for your railroad and era.
I should also mention that the Operations Special
Interest Group of the NMRA also has a website that is
another source for the information we have discussed
in this article. The website address is www.opsig.org
and click on “Industry Database”. This information
covers a wide range of eras, so you have to be careful
that the data you have selected is appropriate for your
specific era. Also, be aware that this information is
usually not as complete as the information included in
a Shipper’s Guide
Try using “Shipper’s Guides” to move traffic on your
railroad. You will find them to be a very useful tool
that will enhance prototypical operations appreciably.
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Railroad Terminology (Part 1 of 2)
Railroaders use a lot of colorful and varied
terminology. Some of the definitions for these
various terms and phrases are common knowledge,
but some people might not know the actual
definitions of some of these. Since I worked on the
Kingsville Division of the Missouri Pacific, some of
these might be local to my division, and some
definitely are, but I noticed when we had occasional
boomers from other railroads around the country,
they seemed to understand our terminology, so most
of these are probably universal.
In the following definitions, words in parentheses
before the hyphen and definition indicate additional
words that are sometimes used with the term being
defined. An italicized “or” indicates that one or more
variations of the term are common. Brackets indicate
another term to resort to for the definition, or for
further information.
Airhose – A hose on the end of a rail car that couples
up with another such airhose on another car to enable
the operation of air brakes on all the cars of the string
or block.
Air pay – Small additional pay a road crew is due if
they coupled up any air hoses or cut in any air.
Back into or in – To enter a track by moving
backwards.
Bad order – A car, engine, or caboose that has a
defect and cannot be moved (except to set it out
somewhere) without first being repaired.
Bail off – Jump off a locomotive or caboose or
perhaps car, usually when a collision or derailment is
about to happen.
Bail off the brakes – Apply the brakes, sometimes in
a hurried fashion, by applying back-to-back
reductions to the train line.
Beanery – A restaurant or cafe frequented by railroad
employees, especially trainmen, usually near the
tracks.
Beans – Any kind of food during a meal period, but
especially that obtained at a beanery.
Belt time – Pay for time spent on the Houston Belt
and Terminal Railroad—always time, not mileage.
Bend the rail (or iron)– Line a switch.
Big-hole-it – Apply the emergency air brakes,
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whether intentionally in an emergency or accidentally
when cutting in the air.
Bid (on a job) – Apply for a job on the railroad that
has been newly established by the railroad or given
up by a trainman, and which will go to the highest
bidder based on seniority.
Bleed off or bleed the air off – Let the air out of a
car's auxiliary reservoir by pulling a rod on the side
of a car. There are two types: The older type has to
be held in the pulled position until the air quits
blowing. The newer type automatically empties all
the air when it is pulled, and can therefore be let go
of once the air starts emptying. Usually, pushing on
these rods also releases the air.
Board – (1) One of several types of lighted or
semaphore signals, such as block, intermediate,
interlocking, or train order. (2) A board such as an
extra board or a guarantee extra board where
trainmen are called from to work. These trainmen do
not hold a regular job and are usually low on the
seniority list. (In the old days, as when I first started
working for the railroad (before computerized crew
dispatching), a trainman actually had his name on a
wooden or plastic plate that was attached to a big
chalk board on the wall that contained painted-on
lettering of each and every job on the railroad. This
huge board was like a history of the railroad's jobs
going way back to at least the 1940s, as stations that
no longer had jobs located there were still listed up
on the board and had room for the name plates.)
(The) Bright Lights – Vanderbilt, Texas.
“Hollywood”.]

[See

Brownie – (1) The Kingsville Division of the old
Missouri Pacific Railroad (now the Union Pacific
Brownsville Subdivision). (2) Of or pertaining to the
Kingsville Division of the Missouri Pacific Railroad,
such as in a “Brownie crew”, etc. (3) Northern most
station on the Kingsville Division south of the ATSF
trackage rights.
Bump – Obtain a job on the railroad by exercising
seniority, i.e., by voluntarily replacing an employee
of the same occupation but who has less seniority. A
bump has to be obtained by one of several methods:
by getting bumped, by having your job abolished, or
by having the time period of your job expire (such as
on work trains).
Bumper – A construction placed at the end of a track
to stop a car. There are several types ranging from
7

Railroad Terminology (Cont.)
ones that act against the wheels to those that act
against the coupler (drawbar).
These can be
constructed of metal, or could be nothing more than
crossed ties.
Buttoned up – A train is in the clear in a siding, and
the mainline switches are lined and locked for the
mainline.
Bypass – (1) When one or both knuckles being off
center cause the knuckles to miss each other when a
coupling is attempted. (2) A train or track that
bypasses a yard, terminal, station, or other rail
facility.
(Locomotive) Cab – A compartment on a locomotive
from where the engineer controls the locomotive and
train.
Called on the carpet – Instructed to report to a high
ranking railroad official, probably for a balling out as
opposed to a firing.
Claim – Any and all kinds of requests to the railroad
by a trainman for pay and other reimbursement. Such
items might include hours, miles, air pay, initial
switching, meal allotment, deadhead reimbursement,
and any guarantee that is due if a trainman didn't earn
enough during a pay period to meet the guarantee
established for a guarantee extra board.
The
conductor handled these requests for his train crew
for the work related to the train or job, except for the
engineer and fireman. The brakemen and conductors
handled such things as their own deadhead
reimbursement with their own claims. Such a claim
was written on a form referred to as a timeslip, even
if the claim contained no time.
Classification lights – Lights or flags on the front of a
train that indicate whether the train is scheduled or
extra or a section of another train.
Clear – (1) Signal indication of green. (2) A train or
car is not fouling another track.
(Wheel) Chock – (noun) A block or wedge placed
under a car wheel to keep it from rolling off spot.
Some chemical and other plants have metal chocks
with handles, but a trainman might use anything
handy for a chock in regular switching, such as a
piece of wood or even a rock, though rocks can crack
and shatter making them less desirable for use as
chocks. Sloshing tank cars can gradually crush and
render useless some wood or rock chocks. (verb) to
place a chock under a wheel.
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Company man – An employee who puts the welfare
of the company above family, friends, co-workers,
and sometimes even personal and personnel safety.
Controlled siding – A siding where the electronics of
ABS or CTC can tell if it is occupied and if switches
between the mainline switches are properly lined.
Trains enter the siding on a green, yellow, or flashing
yellow signal. If a siding is not controlled, it is in
effect dark territory, and trains must enter at low
speed. Trains enter uncontrolled sidings on a lunar
signal [See “Lunar indication”.], which guarantees
only that the power switch entering the siding is
properly lined.
Coupler – The device on a freight car which enables
it to be attached to other cars. It contains a knuckle
that opens and closes—held in place by a pin and
pulled by a cut lever.
Crew caller – Railroad employee who calls trainmen
for particular jobs, be they on the extra board or
regulars on a pool crew whose jobs called for have
variable start times.
Crossover – A track that connects two other more or
less parallel tracks with switches.
Cross over – When a trainman has to move to the
other side of a string of cars or a train by climbing up
and walking across the walkways on the ends of rail
cars.
Cut in the air – Connect the train line to the engine by
opening the angle cock to allow the trainline to fill
with air.
Cut lever – The uncoupling lever attached at the end
of rail cars that pulls the pin out of the coupler, thus
enabling the car to be uncoupled from another car.
Cut (of cars) – A string of cars coupled together.
These can be any length, but are usually thought of as
being less than the length of a complete train, and
may eventually be or once were in a block (of cars) in
a train.
Dark territory – A length of mainline that is without
block signals, either ABS or CTC. Dark territory can
have interlocking signals. (It is definitely not, repeat,
not a length of mainline where radio communication
is impossible or unreliable, as in the Hollywooded-up
movie of the same name.)
Dead – When a locomotive is not running or even
idling, as opposed to a locomotive that is running or
8

Railroad Terminology (Cont.)

By David N. Currey

idling offline.

board.

Deadhead – (1) An employee who is instructed to
travel (with or without pay) to a location outside his
home terminal to work a job. (2) A car, particularly a
passenger car, or caboose that is being hauled in a
train without performing any revenue service, but not
applying to empties.

Fill – A tall section of roadbed that is much higher
than the surrounding landscape. Fills are created by
hauling in dirt and rock. Sometimes a relatively
inexpensive wooden trestle will be gradually “filled”
in and converted to a fill.

Diamond – The rectangle or parallelogram formed by
the rails at a railroad interlocking.
Did the Eagle fly? - “Did the paychecks arrive at the
depot?” (Probably universal across the Missouri
Pacific, since the MP was the “Route of the Eagles”,
but not on any other railroads.
Drawbar – The metal beam of a car that the coupler is
attached to. Some of these may have cushioning or
damping mechanisms in them to minimize damage to
sudden starts or stops.
Drop – To cut off a car behind the locomotive while
it is in motion, allowing the car to coast into another
track after a switch is thrown between the locomotive
and car as the locomotive speeds up and the car slows
down.
Dutch drop – Similar to a drop, except the locomotive
at some point after uncoupling from the car reverses
direction and proceeds towards the car in order to be
directed through a trailing point switch to another
track. This move is very dangerous, and requires an
experienced crew, a lot of room, good track, and
particularly a locomotive that accelerates and
decelerates quickly. Because of the danger, its use
usually involves a well maintained mainline, and the
maneuver usually starts with the engine and car on
the mainline where sufficient speed can be obtained.
The Dutch drop is probably outlawed everywhere
today.
Dynamiter – A car with an air brake problem, which
causes it to go into emergency (and thus the entire
train) with normal service applications to the train
brakes.

Final (terminal) switching – Switching done at the
terminating terminal by the crew assigned to run the
train into the yard, usually at additional pay.
Fired – Banned from working on the railroad, usually
for a set number of days, as part of punishment for
rules infractions, but it is possible to be fired for good
if the infraction was serious enough or the employee
habitually has rules infractions.
Fireman's side – The left-hand side of a train.
Flag – Term used to describe a situation where a train
may be overtaken in non-ABS (i.e., dark) territory.
The rear brakeman has to proceed back a prescribed
distance with a red flag and place a torpedo on the
rail, and remain there, ready to flag down a train.
Depending on the circumstances (such as a derailed
car fouling the other track in double track or failure to
make a scheduled opposing meet), the head brakeman
must provide flag protection in the opposite (forward)
direction.
Flop-over (switch) – A switch usually only found in
yards where a car or engine going completely through
the switch in a trailing motion can line the switch by
the wheels going through the switch. The points do
not return to the last position as in a spring switch.
Flop-overs are usually indicated by a paint color on
the stand. Sometimes, flop-over-type switches are
used without having the switch stand painted the
special color, in which case they are not to be
considered flop-over switches. (Note that the points
move, but the throw lever does not.)

Engineer's side – The right-hand side of a train.

Flashing yellow – A yellow block signal that slowly
flashes every couple of seconds. Usually found on
high speed lines, it indicates that the next signal can
be no more restrictive than yellow. The Kingsville
Division had no flashing yellow signals, but the
ATSF between Algoa and New South yard did. On
the ATSF, but not the MP, a red over a flashing
yellow means you will diverge through a switch or
crossover, and the next signal can be red.

Extra – (1) A train not on the regular schedule. (2) A
trainman assigned to work a job off of the extra

Foreman – A brakeman performing conductor duties
on a switcher within yard limits, but not authorized to

Easy (sign) – A hand or lantern signal that tells the
engineer to slow down, but also implies that things
are going smoothly, otherwise the trainman would be
signaling a stop sign.
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By David N. Currey

take a train out of the yard.

when cranked up, it can run on streets and highways.

Fusee – A red flare used for signaling in flagging
situations or in place of a lantern. Some of these
have a spike so the fusee can be stuck in a tie. Others
could be placed on the end of a section of broomstick
and used to give big signals over long distances.
Fusees are not supposed to be placed on wooden
trestles, and were probably responsible for a lot of
trestle fires in the old days. For instance, in certain
cases, where a train was proceeding too slowly, rules
require a rear brakeman to drop a fusee off the rear
platform of a caboose every so often. It would be
possible for the caboose to begin crossing a wooden
trestle just as he releases it, since at night, he might
not even be able to see a wooden trestle coming up.

Hog, Hogger, or Hoghead – An Engineer.

Gate – [See “Smash board”.]

Hot wheel – A car where the wheels are red hot due
to sticking brakes, and spit sizzles and rolls off of the
wheel. The heat can sometimes be felt as much as 75
feet away.

Go (or break) for beans – Go to a restaurant for a
meal period. Occasionally, it might mean a meal at
home for switcher trainmen.
Green board – Proceed signal on a block or
intermediate signal.
Hack – A caboose. (I never heard a Kingsville
Division trainman refer to a caboose as a “crummy”.)
Hats – Railroad officials. (The term may be unique
to the Missouri Pacific, as railroad personnel who
went to headquarters in St. Louis for meetings with
railroad officials were given dress hats to wear at the
meetings.)

Hole – Passing track or siding.
Hollywood – Vanderbilt, Texas.
Lights”.)

(See “Bright

Hostler – An employee, often an engineer trainee or
engineer bumped down from being an engineer, who
moves engines around an engine terminal and/or
yard.
Hot – A car or train whose movement has an
extremely high priority, typically because it was
delayed for some reason.

Hotbox – Journal on a freight or passenger car truck
that has become hot, perhaps on fire, due some
malfunction in the bearing or lack of oil in the
bearing. (Not technically possible on cars with roller
bearing trucks, though the term might still be
occasionally used to refer to such a truck that has
some kind of roller bearing failure.
Hours – Pay due to the number of hours worked,
usually with a minimum of 8 hours. Pay for a day's
work was often a complicated mixture of hours,
miles, terminal time, and other considerations.

Head brakeman – The brakeman who handles
switching duties mostly involving the locomotive and
first switch.

House (track) – A track that goes alongside a station
or other building (and designated as such). (There
can be only one house track in a station or town.)

Head end – Front of a train or locomotive.

In the clear – A train is not fouling another track so
that trains or cars can pass down that track
unobstructed. (Also implies that the switch is lined
properly for these other movements.)

Head in – To enter a track while going forward.
Head to the house – (1) Tie-up for the day. (2) Go to
the house track.
Highball – (1) Hand or lantern signal meaning
“proceed” or “go forward”. (2) An indication by
train inspecting trainmen that a passing train passed a
roll-by inspection; at night his lantern might be spun
rapidly.
High iron (or rail)– The mainline.
Highrail vehicle (or truck) – A motor vehicle,
typically a large pick-up truck, that has rail wheels
that can be cranked down to run on railroad track, but
The Derail — January 2017

In the hole – A train is fully in a passing track or
siding and the switches are all lined for the mainline.
Initial switching – Switching done at the originating
terminal by the crew assigned to run the train out of
the yard, usually at additional pay.
(Train) Inspection – A walking (down one side) and a
20 mph rolling (down the other side) inspection of a
train looking for defects, hotboxes, bad roller bearing,
stuck brakes, and dragging equipment. [See also
“Roll-by inspection.”]
(To be continued in February 2017)
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November Minutes

By Richard Louvet

President Bob Barnett called the meeting to sold out. Steve Sandifer reported that the
order at 7:00pm
Committee chairs for the show are set.
Signups will be at the January and February
Gil and Virginia Freitag were presented with meetings. Again, the show is the 3rd Saturday
a special letter from Charlie Getz, NMRA
president,
commemorating
the
50th in February.
anniversary of the Stony Creek and Western.

Lone Star Region/Division 8
The LSR website has been hacked but should
Clinic
be up by this reading. Division 8 clinics
Bob Barnett introduced David Currey who continue and can be found at:
introduced Bob Barnett for this month’s
clinic: “A Primer on the Cotton Industry”. www.texasgulfdivision.org/clinics.html
The clinic was a comprehensive look at the
cotton industry along the Gulf Coast from its Old Business
early days to the present. It included some Signups for the annual Christmas Party were
pictures of models of cotton structures.
circulated by Virginia Freitag.
Refreshments
David Currey needs cookie volunteers from
Virginia Freitag and Denny McGonigle February on.
handled cookies and punch for the meeting.
Clinicians are needed starting with February
Derail
meeting as well.
Due to travel plans by Terri Brogoitti, the
deadlines for the January and February Derail Clinicians are needed for the Train Show.
will be moved up the December 1 and .
January 1 respectively.
New Business
A motion was proposed and approved to
Treasurer’s Report
reimburse the Treasurer $126.98 for the new
The August 31 bank balance was $11,381.33. name tag carrying box used at each meeting.
There was one expenditure of $218.45 for the Cliff Cheeseman asked for help during his
Freitag Award.
open house for the Layout Tour.
The October minutes were approved as Bob Ashcraft reminded the group of the LSR
published.
convention June 7 – 11. The speaker will be
Joe McMillan who worked on the Santa Fe.
Fall Layout Tour
There will be a BBQ dinner in Rosenberg.
Craig Brantley reported that The Fall Layout
Tour has started. The latest schedule and The meeting was adjourned at 8:24.
maps are available on the web site. Maps are
Respectively submitted,
up for only the current tours.
Dick Louvet
Train Show
Robert Ashcraft said the vendor tables are Secretary/Treasurer
The Derail — January 2017
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Robert (Bob) Barnett
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, JANUARY 3

“Galveston Railroad”

Derail Staff

by

Spence Gaskin

Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeaow.com
Brakemen:
David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com
Al Partlow
alswitch@aol.com
Don Formanek
locogeared@gmail.com

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Jim Hinds (cookies)

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Video Corner

Southern Railway–
Saluda Grade Training Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IABM8UPplY
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